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GNL REPORT
**Top 10 GNL Superstars**

1. **Joe Duggan** (GNL Jr. World Champion, 1/2 GNL Jr. Tag Team Champions, 1/3 GNL Elite Trios Champions)
2. **Prince Lee** (Super X Champion, Project Iron Champion, COH Grand Champion)
3. **Dr. Savage** (Undisputed GNL World Heavyweight Champion, 1/2 Elite Tag Team Champions)
4. **Doragon** (No Limites Champion, Jr. Next Crown Champion)
5. **2 Quick J.G. Brenner** (International Champion, 1/2 Elite Tag Team Champions)
6. **Roderick Rampage** (Next Gen Champion, 1/2 Super Next Crown Tag Team Champions)
7. **Xolo** (1/2 Jr. Tag Team Champions, 1/3 Elite Trios Champions)
8. **Reverend James Jones** (Super Next Crown Champion)
9. **Ayumi Matsuda** (Future Legends Champion, Tour 24 GNL Battle Royal Winner)
10. **Shota Yamamoto** (United States Champion)

**Top 5 Tag Teams**

1. **Dr. Savage & 2 Quick J.G. Brenner** (GNL Elite Tag Team Champions)
2. **Joe Duggan & Xolo** (GNL Jr. Tag Team Champions)
3. **Roderick Rampage & Mike Vendetta** (GNL Super Next Crown Tag Team Champions)
4. **Doragon & Prince Lee**
5. **Da Goonz #1 & #2**

**Most GNL Wins**

1. **Prince Lee** (842)
2. **Drake Douglas** (792)
3. **Reverend James Jones** (639)
4. **High Jax** (371)
5. **Doragon** (363)
### Most Money

1. Prince Lee $2,565,000  
2. Drake Douglas $1,397,000  
3. Reverend James Jones $1,004,000  
4. Doragon $824,000  
5. High Jax $796,400

### Most Stars

1. Drake Douglas (11)  
2. Evil Wonder Woman (9)  
3. Deacon Dave (9)  
4. Reverend James Jones (8)  
5. Frogger Jay Dixon (6)

### Most Losses

1. “Slippery” Danny Boyd (276)  
2. Todd Fawley (264)  
3. Jackson Murphy (250)  
4. Billy Hunter (244)  
5. “Lightin” Tom Hornet (238)

### Championships Per Stable

1. REALM (12)  
2. EDGE (3)  
3. GRSF (2)  
4. Non-Stable (2)  
5. COH (1)  
6. FLOCK (1)  
7. COT (1)
Super Next Crown Championship

Prince Lee (c) Vs. CSL's Killa Michael Raines

Super Next Crown Tag Team Championships

Roderick Rampage & Mike Vendetta (c) Vs. Dr. Savage & 2 Quick

Junior Next Crown Championship

"The Japanese Beast" Doragon (c) Vs. YJL's "American Zero" Tyler Nil

*4 Corner Trios Match*
Super Next Crown Trios Championships

NOJ/REALM Vs. EDGE Vs. COT Vs. RUSSIANS

*Grudge Match*
Evil Wonder Woman Vs. YJL's McKenzie Lucas

"Ace of Rock" Shota Yamamoto Vs. Deacon Dave
"Sparkling Star" Ayumi Matsuda Vs. Kandy Kush

Falls Count Anywhere/Last Man Standing

"Platinum Prince" Anthony Hodges Vs. "Vicious" Timothy Clark

Da Goonz #1 & #2 Vs. Erik Kyle & Dez Funk-Shynn
Nichols: Ladies and Gentlemen, Generation Next League fans, it is my honor and privilege to welcome all to GNL’s Tour 25 Pay Per View, Destiny Kickoff Show. I am your GNL Commissioner Andrew Nichols and I am joined along side GNL General Manager Mr. James. Mr. James, the Generation Next League packed up, flew across the Atlantic Ocean and claimed residency here in beautiful Manchester, England for GNL’s Destiny PPV. The Manchester Arena is expected to be filled to the 24,000+ capacity here tonight, for a night in

James: Yes it does, it is fitting that the streak that the REALM has been on, that we come to the birthplace of the REALM for this Destiny PPV. Now this looks to be one of the best cards I have seen in the GNL to date and I just can't wait to get this night started.

Nichols: Normally we are joined by GNL Correspondent Spencer Bateman but as of news would have it, Spencer will not be here with us tonight. Mr. James would you like to elaborate on Mr. Bateman’s whereabouts?
James: Well as many of you know Mr. Bateman was recently on a vacation to Brazil and got into a little bit of trouble while he was down there. I'm not going to elaborate on the cause of his legal troubles but I will say that he is being held until his situation is fully investigated by the Brazilian authorities. We back Spencer and give him all the support we can until he returns home.

Nichols: This is rather unfortunate news regarding Spencer Bateman but I'm sure he will overcome his current situation. Having said that, let us move on, full speed ahead. This is the GNL's 5th Pay Per View and first outside of the United States. If anyone should benefit from this it would seem that the REALM would and also be the fan favorite's here this evening.

James: This english crowd is going to be electric and especially for the Crowned Prince, Prince Lee, but I was hanging out in this crowd just a little bit ago asking who everyone was excited to see and you would be amazed how much these international fans know about the GNL. Of course the REALM has a huge following but Highly Suspect, the FLOCK, and Evil Wonder Woman have huge followings he in good ol' jolly England.

Nichols: Now speaking of the REALM, they have been on quite the hot streak the past several Tours to say the least. Take a look back at Tour 23, REALM members held the GNL International Championship, GNL Future Legends Championship, GNL Rising Star Championship, Elite and Junior Tag Team Championships and Elite Trios Championships. Fast forward to Tour 24, Dr. Savage won the Undisputed Generation Next World Heavyweight Championship. Joe Duggan won the Generation Next Junior World Championship. 2 Quick J.G. Brenner won the GNL International Championship. “The Japanese Beast” Doragon won the GNL No Limits Championship. Prince Lee won the GNL Super X Championship. REALM members retained the Elite and Junior Tag Team Championships as well as the Elite Trios Championships. Let's not forget that Doragon is the current Junior Next Crown Champion and Prince Lee holds the Project Iron Championship and the COH Grand Championship.
James: The REALM are certainly on the hottest streak in the GNL but heavy lies the Crown as they say here. Prince Lee and Doragon have huge targets on their back and everyone is gunning for their Titles but the additions recently to the REALM have certainly pushed the envelope of the REALM as all members have been pulling their weight and bringing home the hardware.

Nichols: Speaking of the REALM’s accomplishments over the past several Tours, each REALM member will be in action here tonight and we will touch on those matchup’s shortly. Tonight we will have two Pre-Show matches that will follow the Destiny Kickoff Show. The first of those two matches will be Da Goonz #1 & #2 vs Erik Kyle & Dez Funk-Shynn. Both of these Tag Teams have held GNL Tag Team and Singles gold. Da Goonz are former 4x GNL Tag Team Champions. EDGE members Erik Kyle & Dez Funk-Shynn are former 2x GNL Tag Team Champions. Who do you see getting the “W” here tonight?

James: You know Da Goonz have found success and would probably had much more success if they show up more often but they have proven themselves a force in the GNL Tag Team division. That being said, they are now the Vets and these Rookies, if you can call them that, Erik Kyle and Dez Funk-Shynn have proven that they are ready for the bright lights of the big stage. Very close match up here but if Da Goonz bring their “A” game, I think they will bring home the win in a tightly contested match.

Nichols: Our next matchup has been fed and fueled by online confrontation between “The Platinum Prince” Anthony Hodges and “Vicious” Timothy Clark. It was Hodges that verbally assaulted Timmy Wrestling via Social Media. We all know Timmy Wrestling isn’t one to back down from a fight as he would issue the challenge to “The Platinum Prince”. Clark has been involved in some of the more intense and grueling PPV matches here in the GNL, all by request. This particular match, Clark requested a Falls Count Anywhere or First Blood Match. I’m not one to spoil a match so therefore a First Blood Match is off the table. Why let a little blood spoil this match for these fans. The two Superstars really dislike each other, so this match will be an all out war. I have decided this contest will be a Falls Count Anywhere/Last Man Standing Match. These two want to beat the hell out of each other? I’m sure these fans in Manchester want to see these two give their all until only 1 man is left standing.
James: "The Platinum Prince" has proven time and time again he is the real deal here, winning the richest prize in our little corner of the IWA, but to many people sleep on Timmy Wrestling. I know from first hand encounters of contract talks there is no quit in this man, so if the Platinum Prince wants to win this match he is going to have to give everything he has to lay down Timmy Wrestling for that 10 count. If I have to pick a winner, I think there is no quit in this man and he will fight to his last breathe so I’ll take Timmy.

Nichols: Our first official contest of the evening will feature a newcomer to the GNL. She was the Winner of the Tour 24 GNL Battle Royal and GNL Future Legends Champion, “Sparkling Star” Ayumi Matsuda. Now, we don’t know much about Ayumi Matsuda but her Tour 24 debut certainly left us wanting to see more. She will be going one on one against Kandy Kush. I feel as if this will be an opportunity for Ayumi Matsuda to showcase her in ring skills and abilities.

James: I’m so happy to see these young woman get their opportunity here on this big stage. I have full confidence that these woman will continue the great tradition of female wrestling preceded by names like Evil Wonder Woman, Maria Jane, Deaconess Mary Lou and all the other woman that paved the way for these woman tonight.

Nichols: Following, we will see Ayumi Matsuda’s bandmate, “Ace of Rock” Shota Yotomoto square off with FLOCK member Deacon Dave. As with Ayumi, we don’t know much about Shota Yotomoto as he also made his GNL debut Tour 24. He was the Runner Up in the GNL Battle Royal and GNL United States Champion. Deacon Dave was GNL Rising Star Champion and former Junior Next Crown Champion. The “Ace of Rock” will definitely have his hands full tonight.

James: Well one of two things can happen here, 1 Deacon Dave can show why he is one of the best GNL Superstars in our history and take down the new comer and as he is walking out of the ring tell the newcomer "welcome to the GNL kid" or 2 Yotomoto can come out and surprise the Vet who may be taking this match a little lightly with the newcomer. I’m gonna say that Deacon Dave is border line a human being and does not have the ability to take anyone lightly and will show the newcomer why he has been dominant for his entire career.
Nichols: Tour 23, following Evil Wonder Woman’s historical record reign as Undisputed Generation Next World Heavyweight Champion, YJL’s McKenzie Lucas attacked Evil Wonder Woman. Many thought this is what caused the end of Evil Wonder Woman’s historical record reign. Tonight Evil Wonder Woman looks to avenge that attack as she faces McKenzie Lucas one on one. I’m not very familiar with McKenzie Lucas but I am however familiar with Evil Wonder Woman. It was back in Tour 2 that she teased her arrival but it wasn’t until Tour 18 that Evil Wonder Woman would debut, climbing the GNL ranks to a record setting reign as Undisputed Generation Next World Heavyweight Champion. I hope McKenzie Lucas thought long and hard regarding her attack on Evil Wonder Woman, because tonight they will come face to face.

James: Evil Wonder Woman will undoubtedly be seething here tonight, waiting to get her hands on McKenzie Lucas. The most dangerous kind of Evil Wonder Woman is an angry and determined Evil Wonder Woman. I have no doubt in my mind that she will fight for the honor of the GNL and bring home the Inter-league win.

Nichols: At our Tour 20 PPV, UpRising, YJL’s “American Zero” Tyler Nil, Maggot and X began their antics. Their blatant disrespect towards GNL Superstars, the REALM members in particular. Last Tour the “American Zero” Tyler Nil issued a challenge to REALM member “The Japanese Beast” Doragon. Tonight Doragon will defend his Junior Next Crown Championship for the very first time and it will be against an opponent that isn’t a GNL Superstar. “The Japanese Beast” has certainly been on a roll lately, but what does this mean for the Junior Next Crown and the GNL if the “American Zero” Tyler Nil defeats Doragon?

James: Well it means that we could lose one of our coveted Titles go to another Project Iron League, but I don't think with how focused Doragon has been lately there is any way that he lets that happen. The REALM are home, so to speak and with the hometown advantage Doragon will feed off this crowd and keep the Junior Next Crown where it belongs, around his waist and here in the GNL.
Nichols: Well folks this may come to a shock to some but I completely understand the situation, it appears that COH members Drake Douglas, Roderick Rampage and Mike Vendetta have vacated the Super Next Crown Trios Championships. Tonight we will crown new Super Next Crown Trios Champions in a 4 Corner Trios Match. Member of this match will represent the REALM, EDGE and COT. REALM members include Joe Duggan, Henry Defile and Xolo. EDGE members include Natural American Spirit, Kent Laramie and Paul Mall. COT members include Counterpane, Retrovertigo and Deliverance. The 4th Trios will be Russian Assassin, Russian Nightmare and Moscow Mauler. The REALM Trios members are 10x GNL Trios Champions, the EDGE Trios members are 2x GNL Trios Champions, the COT Trios members are 1x GNL Trios Champions and the Russian Trios members are 2x GNL Trios Champions. It would seem like the NOJ/REALM members have the clear cut advantage here in this match. Mr. James, what are your thoughts?

James: It would seem to be that way, but do not sleep on any of these Teams. As sad as I am to see the COH boys vacate these Titles because I have had their backs since day one, but I am super excited to see a new Team capture these Titles and catapult their careers to new heights. My money would be on the REALM/NOJ boys but if I had to pick a dark horse to win it, I wouldn't be surprised to see the Nicoteam win their first Super Next Crown Trios Championships.

Nichols: The reasoning behind the COH member evacuating the Super Next Crown Trios Championships are evident, Rampage & Vendetta have become Tag Team Belt Collector’s and Drake Douglas has the opportunity of become the Super Next Crown Champion, an opportunity that he has been due for quite some time now. But before we get off track, tonight Roderick Rampage & Mike Vendetta will defend their Super Next Crown Tag Team Championships against REALM member Dr. Savage & 2 Quick J.G. Brenner. Rampage & Vendetta are 10x GNL Tag Team Champions, they are the definition of Tag Team Wrestling in the GNL. Dr. Savage & 2 Quick J.G. Brenner have been making a name for themselves since joining the REALM. They are 3x GNL Tag Team Champions and boy, do they have a tall order in front of them tonight.
James: The REALM is on the hottest of hot streaks and like I said before that includes all members. Against any other team, there is no way I would bet against these guys but like the old saying goes if it isn't broke don't fix it. I have bet on the COH boys since the very beginning and I'm not going to stop now. I say Vendetta and Rampage retain in what should be a show stealing Tag Team contest.

Nichols: It’s no secret Prince Lee has had some struggles over the past several Tours, but Tour 24 Prince Lee found himself a 3x GNL Super X Champion. Tonight Prince Lee will defend his Project Iron Championship against CSL’s Killa Michale Raines. I don’t know much about Killa Michael Raines but he better be prepared if he intends to dethrone Prince Lee and take the Project Iron Championship.

James: Prince Lee shows up when the lights are brightest and on top of that, he is literally home. Friends and Family here to cheer on the Crowned Prince and I may be a little bias, but I hope Prince Lee gives this crowd what they want and keeps that Project Iron Championship right where it belongs, around his waist and in the GNL. No disrespect to Raines and I may not know much about him, but Prince Lee is one of the biggest GNL Superstars since day one and he will show everyone who we are.

Nichols: In our Main Event, Drake Douglas will challenge Reverend James Jones for his Super Next Crown Championship. This is a matchup many GNL fans and myself have been waiting to see. Reverend James Jones defeated Scott Gerran back in Tour 10 Pay Per View AfterMath to become Super Next Crown Champion. He has stood tall after multiple defenses and remained Super Next Crown Champion. Drake Douglas has clawed his way to this opportunity, defeating Liberal Koloff, Timmy Wrestling and Million Dollar Miler to name a few. Mr. GNL, Drake Douglas could be Reverend James Jones’ toughest challenger yet. They have both held the Undisputed Generation Next World Heavyweight Championship on multiple occasions. This is truly a Main Event Dream Match.
James: Indeed it is. I have been waiting for someone to step up and take that Title from Reverend James Jones but no man has been able to do it yet. Drake Douglas is a different kind of individual and this Title shot has been long overdue. I think there is no way he lets this opportunity slip through his fingers. I predict a new Champion will be crown here in the Main Event of Destiny.

Nichols: Well folks, as the fans are filling the Manchester Arena here in Manchester, England it is time for the Pre-Show Matches. Thank you for joining myself, GNL Commissioner Andrew Nichols and GNL General Manager Mr. James for our Destiny Kickoff Show. Fans you still have time to order, GNL Destiny live on Pay Per View. Thank for watching and enjoy the show!!!
Best In The GNL

Best Of The Juniors
Welcome back to another cycle of Cage Of Honor action! We are one cycle away to our big summer event Heatwave. I’d just like to mention that over the years HWL used to have named events, so Heatwave has actually occurred there 9 times over the last ten plus years. As I mentioned though, along with the tour each cycle I’d like there to be four big events throughout the year: Hardcoremania, Heatwave, Victory Road, and Final Battle. Each league will have their own card that cycle along with the remaining cards for the tour.

Last cycle we addressed the Women’s tournament that the trash singed botched on not only COH but the entire COH Network. After last cycle discussions further between myself, GNL Management, and some talent and we have decided to continue with our plans with a 2nd tournament starting Heatwave cycle but due to in our opinion a lack of effort by whoever was at a time running QPL and MEL being a collection of dolts, their female athletes are no longer invited to the party. But when one door closes another opens and I’m happy to announce that COH has reach Freelance deals with several members of the VUL roster to appear on COH tours and tournaments. Read that again, we have an agreement with VUL talent NOT management. So we will have reps from CSL, HLL, HWL, GNL, VUL and YJL, 16 total, $250k on the line as well as a contract to face the COH Women’s World Champion. Matches will be signed next cycle on the Main Event card, the following ladies have been invited to the tournament—

CSL— Lindsay Lohan, Debbie Danger
HLL— Quinn Guzzy, Walker 1
HWL— Queen B, Jessica Havok, Queen Walker
GNL— Evil Wonder Woman, Ayumi Matsuda, Shota Yammato
VUL— Pink Panther, Snake Chamber, Brain Buster Babe, Devastation Destroyer Debbie
YJL— Lizzie Christopher, McKenzie Lucas

In other COH news, all three leagues have completed the tag portion of the Deadly Duo. Now this cycle is the singles finals as those tag teams that won the tournament will battle it out for an additional $100,000 and a shot at the CSL Grand Championship, HLL Hero Championship, and COH World Championship. HLL started their Bound by Gold Tag tournament last cycle and now this cycle CSL will begin theirs. Two GNL teams are added to the tournament just as they were to the HLL. $200k to the winners and a shot at their leagues tag title.

There is all that and plenty more going on in COH. Last cycle we signed 8 cards and over forty matches. Before we go any further let’s see what happened on the last tour.

COH Center Stage #25

1. Series: Ace Anders (2-2) defeated Play By Mail Besties (2-2)
2. Masked Grappler defeated Captain Inactive RAGE
3. Awesome Angle Player defeated Drunk Ken
4. #1 Contender’s Tag: Alexander’s defeated Dartworth’s
5. DDF: Outlaw Dusty Rhodes, Drake Danger defeated Brett Alexander, Ace Anderson

**Our series is all tied up at two so it looks like next cycle winner takes all and $100k!**

**Masked Grappler will face Awesome Angle Player for a future shot at the COH Pride Championship**

**The Alexander’s now go into Heatwave as #1 contender’s to face the Good Brothers for the tag titles**

**This cycle Rhodes v Danger to see who get’s to face the winner of the Grand Championship match at Heatwave**
1. **BBG**: GNL Prince Lee, Doragon defeated HLL Youngbucks
2. **BBG**: Dionysus, Amalgam defeated The Walkers
3. **BBG**: Hawkeye Science, Aesculpius defeated Night Stalker, Deathlok
4. **BBG**: GNL Rampage & Vendetta defeated Terrow Warriors

**These were the opening round matches of the Bound By Gold tournament.**

1. **CM Punk** defeated Gerald IWA Icon Robinson
2. **W- Queen Zombie** defeated Jessica Havok
3. **W- HWL Queen Walker** defeated GNL Evil Wonder Woman
4. **SOTF Finals**: Killer Kangaroo defeated Wild Bushman

**The finals of the Women’s tournament is set, Walker v Zombie for $250k and a shot at the COH women’s Championship at Heatwave**

**Killer Kangaroo is the winner of the 2019 Survival Of The Fittest and will be receiving his 1st ever world title shot in a few cycles.**

1. **Grim Reaper** defeated Ultimate Male Troy Scott
2. **Series**: King Dingaling (1-1) defeated Brock Rampage (1-1)
3. **CS/TV**: Justice Pain defeated Vladimir Drakov
4. **DDF**: Duke Ken, Messiah defeated Creeper, Titan
5. **COH National Championship**: Duke Ken defeated Aaron Mims to retain the title

**Brock and Dingaling are ties at a win a piece. I feel like this one is going to go 5 as they are very evenly matched**

**Justice Pain advances in the TV title contender series, there were 5 other matches on COH**

Duke Ken and Messiah won the Deadly Duo and now will face off this cycle for $100k and a world title contract

**Duke Ken retained the National title over Aaron Mims and will now look to defend against GNL’s Vicious Timothy Clark at Heatwave**

1. **CS/NG**: GNL Deacon Dave defeated HWL Creeper
2. **GNL Doragon** defeated HWL Justice Pain
3. **GNL Vicious Timothy Clark** defeated HLL Dionysus
4. **BOTB/I**: HLL Hawkeye Science (3-1) defeated HWL Million Dollar Man Slick Rick (2-2)

**GNL dominated this contender’s series for a shot at the Next Gen title. Platinum Prince already earned a spot last cycle, now Doragon, Timmy Wrestling, and Deacon Dave round out the field.**

**The Best of The Best Interleague is now down to two, Hawkeye Science v Nightstalker, one match, one winner. That winner will receive their title match after Deathlok faces the Heatwave winner.**
COH Hero #34

1. Series: Anthrax (3-1) defeated Dionysus (1-3) to win the series
2. Cody Rhodes defeated Nightstalker
3. Avian Flu defeated Grappling Goober Gerald Robinson
4. Deathlok defeated Future Nobody
5. Extreme Championship: Amalgam defeated Bio Hazard to become new champion!

"Anthrax is the winner of the series and $100,000 richer! Congrats on a big win!!

"Cody, Avian Flu, Deathlok along with Anthrax will be in the next contender's series for a Freelance title shot

"Amalgam is the new Extreme Champion after a hard fought match.

COH #189

1. CS/TV: Matt Riddle defeated Gerald Robinson
2. CS/TV: Messiah defeated Pigmy Penguin
3. CS/TV: Small Pox defeated Gif Chambers
4. BOTB: Duke Ken (5-0) defeated Daniel Mims (3-2) to win the BOTB
5. Hardcore Championship: Bloodshed Bob defeated bird Flu to retain the title

"Riddle, Pain, Messiah, Small Pox is the contender's series for a shot at the World Television title

"Duke Ken went undefeated to win the 2019 Best Of The Best. We may have to have a contender's series to see who between the DD winner, BOTB winner, and SOTF winner should get the first shot at the champion.

"Bloodshed Bob had yet another successful hardcore title defense. He still needs 3 more defenses to hit Krasner territory of 7.

So that wraps up last cycles tour, which left us set up nicely to carry into this cycles cards and next cycles Heatwave. We will be skipping the COH v Iron due to the excessive matches I need to sign this cycle. QPL gave us a beating last cycle so we'll skip a cycle till we face GNL. Here are the cards for this cycles tour!

COH Center Stage #26

1. Series: PBM Besties (2-2) v Ace Anderson (2-2)
2. Contender's: Masked Grappler v Awesome Angle Player
3. Johnny B Dangerously v Enjoy Your Ignorance
4. FOE Job v Killa Michael Raines
5. DDF: Drake Danger v Outlaw Dusty Rhodes

"It's must win in the series match, best of 5 and we are tied at 2-2

"winner of Grappler v AAP will receive the next Pride title shot after Heatwave

winner of Drake Danger v Rhodes faces the Heatwave Grand Championship winner in 3 cycles, so technically 2 cycles after Heatwave
**COH Progress #33**

1. HLL BBG: GNL Prince Lee, Dorgaon v Dionysus, Amalgam
2. HLL BBG: GNL Rampage & Vendetta v Hawkeye Science, Aesculpius
3. CSL BBG: Darthworth’s v Nasty Nick Tarnasky, Danergous Derek Steele
4. CSL BBG: Fuzzinubber, Geritol v I’m Not Very Nice, Comedy and Podcast Hero

**all matches are part of HLL’s and CSL’s Bound By Gold Tournaments**

**Full Impact Pro # 79**

1. CSL BBG: GNL Joe Duggan, Xolo v Alexander’s
2. CSL BBG: GNL Rampage & Vendetta v Floppy Disks
3. Zuesilla v Gerald Robinson
4. Queen Of COH Finals: Queen Walker v Queen Zombie

**matches 1 and 2 are the last of CSL’s Bound By Gold tournament**

**the main event is the finals of the Queen Of COH. The winner will face the champion at Heatwave!**

**Combat Zone #104**

1. Matt Tremont v Gerald Hammertime Robinson
2. RVD v IWA Icon Gerald Robinson
3. CS/TV: Matt Riddle v Messiah
4. CS/TV: Justice Pan v Small Pox
5. DDF: Duke Ken v Messiah

**matches 3-4 is the contender’s series for a shot at the COH World Television title**

**the main event is the finals of the Deadly Duo. Winner receives $100k and a contract to face the world champion**

**COH Main Event #55**

1. CS/NG: Deacon Dave v Platinum Prince
2. CS/NG: Timmy Wrestling v Doragon
3. Mike Vendetta v Bloodshed Brawler MD
4. KOTDM Championship: Bloodshed Bob [c] v Nightstalker

**matches 1 and 2 is the contenders series for a shot at the Next Generation title**

**match 3 is the end result with the Good Brothers and Rampage/BSB MD over who the dominant tag team in VIRUS is. I see a big match in the future with these two as its been getting heated over the past cycle**

**Bloodshed Bob put the KOTDM title on the line against Nightstalker. Should be a war with these two.**
COH Hero #35
1. Series: Nightstalker v Austin Aires
2. CS/F: Cody v Avian Flu
3. CS/F: Deathlok v Anthrax
4. BOTB/I Finals: Night Stalker v Hawkeye Science
5. Main Event Championship: Amalgam [c] v Chris Hero

**we are on our 2nd series in HLL. $100k on the line, best of 5**

**matches 2 and 3 is the contenders series for a shot at the Freelance title**

**we have the Best Of The Best Interleague challenge. Both are at 3-1 so winner take all, $250k and a shot at the ICW World title**

**the Main Event title is on the line as Amalgam defends against Chris Hero. Can Amalgam remain a double champion or will Hero finally be called champion again.**

COH #190
1. Scramble: Mike Drake v Daniel Mims v Bloodshed Bob v Justice Pain
2. Drake Younger v Soultaker
3. Aaron Mims v Big Chauck Wagon
4. King Dingaling v Robinson
5. World TV: Messiah v Gerald IWA Maurader Robinson

**Warm up show for next cycles big event. We do have a title match though as Messiah defends the World Television title against Gerald Robinson.**

So there you have it, 7 cards, over 30 matches for the COH tour.

**Around The Network**

**Next cycle the Champions Challenge will begin. Singed will be the GNL league and Western champion from this cycles tour, Freelance Champion Walker 4, HWL World TV Messiah, HLL Extreme Messiah, CSL Pride CW Drake, National Tag Mike Vendetta, World 6 Hawkeye Science.**

**After Heatwave we will be unifying the COH Main Event and King Of The Deathmatch titles. It is still up in the air what name will remain but odds are we are leaning towards Main Event remaining**

**GNL's Good Brothers Rampage and Vendetta seem to be having a war of words with HWL Brock Rampage and Bloodshed Brawler MD. The Good Brothers hold all COH/ICW tag gold as well as GNL gold are saying they are the best. Brock/BSB MD are multiple time ICW and COH world tag champions and have multiple year long reigns. Vendetta and Brock are going one on one this cycle but I see a big match coming up**

**Heatwave will be a 3 show event with CSL, HLL, and HWL each holding an event. Here are potential lineups for these events-**

CSL
1. Enjoy your Ignorance v Brandon Alexander
2. Debbie Danger v Lindsay Lohan
3. CSL Tag: Good Brothers v Alexanders
4. Pride: CW Drake v Sugrag Hcaz
5. Grand: Prince Lee v Mike Drake, plus 2 BBG tournament matches
HLL
1. Austin Aires v Biological Warfare v Kenny Omega v Super Flu
   2. Nightstalker, Deathlok v Nick Gage, Mike Drake
   3. Freelance: Walker 4 v Dionysus
   4. Hero Tag: Good Brothers v Hawkeye Science, Aesculpius
   5. Extreme: Amalgam v Avian Flu
   6. Hero: CM Punk v Latino Lover Boy

HWL
1. CS TV finals
2. World 6 match
3. Womens World: Evil Wonder Woman v Queen Of COH winner
   4. Nat Tag: Good Brothers v Robinson’s
   6. World: Mike Drake v Daniel Mims

**after Heatwave, we’ll look to organize a GNL v COH card. I will discuss with GNL management so we can put together a 5-7 match show that blows away any of the COH v Iron cards.

COH Call Of Champions

COH World Champion- Mike Drake
COH World Television Champion- Messiah
COH National Champion- Duke Ken
COH Hardcore Champion- Bloodshed Bob
COH World Tag- GNL Rampage & Vendetta
COH National Tag- GNL Rampage & Vendetta
COH World 6man- HLL Hawkeye Science, Dionysus, Amalgam
COH Women’s Champion- GNL Evil Wonder Woman

   COH Hero Champion- CM Punk
   COH Freelance Champion- Walker 4
   COH Extreme Champion- Amalgam
   COH Hero Tag- GNL Rampage & Vendetta

   COH Grand Champion- GNL Prince Lee
   COH Pride Champion- CW Drake
   COH CSL Tag- GNL Rampage & Vendetta

   ICW World Champion- GNL Prince Lee
   COH Main Event Champion- HLL Amalgam
   ICW King Of The Deathmatch- HWL Bloodshed Bob
   ICW Next Generation Champion- HLL Deathlok
   ICW World Tag- GNL Rampage & Vendetta

That’s about all I have for this cycle. Good luck to everyone booked and I’ll see you all in the bulletins!

~MJ
**If you have any comments, concerns, suggestions, ideas or questions feel free to contact myself (Commissioner Andrew Nichols) at badracer616@yahoo.com or myself and GNL GM Mr. James on the Official GNL Facebook Page. Remember to follow the Official GNL Facebook Page for all up to date breaking new and information. Also listen to the Tour Review Show host by myself and GNL GM, Mr. James via YouTube and the Official GNL Facebook Page.